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Activating spaces

Interiors have become activated 

and people work where they land. 

Bouncing from height adjustable  

work surfaces to the casual gatherings 

centered around softer seating, the 

common need is still power. Inspired 

by this nomadic affinity, Agile 

distributes data, power or both to 

places for individuals and groups.
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Planter box Tackboard and clamp Perch pad

Agile, designed by PLD Design, 

evolved to solve for movement, 

reconfigurability and versatility in 

work and learning environments. 

Sliding perches and planter boxes 

along with surfaces, privacy elements 

and lots of color choices, Agile 

gives you a reason to get excited 

about power.
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Starter unit
A-48S
w51"  d18"  h26.75"

Add-on unit
A-48A
w48"  d18"  h26.75"

Configurable starter unit
A-48CS 
w49.5"  d18"  h26.75"

Statement of line

Privacy panel
A-PVPT-5820S 
w58"  d0.75"  h20.125"

Transaction shelf
A-TRSS-8412
w84"  d12"  h0.75"

Rectangular worksurface
A-MCT-4822
w48"  d22"  h1.125"

Configurable add-on unit
A-48CA 
w48"  d4.625"  h26.75"

Configurable two sided unit
A-48CC 
w48"  d4.625"  h26.75"

Perch pad
A-SC18
w18"  d6.75"  h3.5"

Planter box
A-PB18
w18"  d6.25"  h5.375"

Square leg
A-L2S 
w2"  d2"  h27.875"

Cylinder leg
A-CB4 
w4"  d4"  h27.875"

A broad family  
of solutions

 Full product information
 View or download the online price list for 

complete specification information and 
statement of line. 

Metal reese leg
A-R7L 
w7"  d7"  h27.75"

H leg
A-30HBA1 
w30"  d4"  h27.875"

PLD
Each with more than 30 years of experience in 
product design, interior design, and dealership 
purchasing, Pam Light and John Duffy are 
the perfect team. Just as their partnership 
requires balance and harmony, they believe 
that design is the marriage of science and art. 
Pam and John believe that building spaces 

Pam Light + 
John Duffy 

is about making people comfortable, which 
means products should be made critically, 
intelligently, and humanely. Their work spans 
a variety of products, including furniture for 
corporate, entertainment, hospitality, and 
healthcare settings.
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